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Abstract

Numerical reasoning is challenging even for
large pre-trained language models. We show
that while T5 models are capable of generat-
ing relevant headlines with proper numerical
values, they can also make mistakes in reading
comprehension and miscalculate numerical val-
ues. To overcome these issues, we propose a
two-step training process: first train models to
read text and generate formal representations
of calculations, then train models to read calcu-
lations and generate numerical values. On the
SemEval 2024 Task 7 headline fill-in-the-blank
task, our two-stage Flan-T5-based approach
achieved 88% accuracy. On the headline gen-
eration task, our T5-based approach achieved
RougeL of 0.390, BERT F1 Score of 0.453, and
MoverScore of 0.587.

1 Introduction

Comprehension of numerical values can signif-
icantly enhance performance in certain tasks as
numbers provide important information in words.
Numerical values are particularly important in ac-
counting and finance fields as the majority of data
is in monetary terms. While words can be ambigu-
ous, numbers provide clear and precise information.
They not only represent exact numerical values, but
can also indicate a magnitude of the subject matter,
which can be critical to fully understand a text.

Despite the significance of numerical values,
much natural language processing work has treated
numerical words in the same manner as all other
words, without any direct understanding of the val-
ues they represent. As a result, numerical reasoning
is still challenging for natural language processing
models, even the pre-trained language models that
have been so successful on other natural language
processing tasks.

NumEval (Chen et al., 2024) provides shared
tasks that encourage research systems to generate
headlines with accurate numeral information. We

fine-tuned pre-trained models for two sub-tasks.
In the first, models are required to compute the
correct number to fill the blank in a news headline
given the corresponding news article. In the second,
models are required to construct an entire headline
(including its numerical information) based on the
provided news article.

2 Related Work

A Math Word Problem (MWP) consists of a short
natural language narrative describing a state of the
world and poses a question about some unknown
quantities Patel et al. (2021). The MWP task is
a type of semantic parsing task where given an
MWP the goal is to generate an equation, which
can then be evaluated to get the answer. The task
is challenging because a machine needs to extract
relevant information from natural language text as
well as perform mathematical reasoning to solve
it. Patel et al. (2021) proved in their paper that
the existing models can rely on superficial patterns
present in the narrative of the MWP and achieve
high accuracy without even looking at the question.

Ran et al. (2019) proposed a numerical Ma-
chine Reading Comprehension model named Num-
Net, which utilizes a numerically-aware graph neu-
ral network to make numerical comparison and
performs numerical reasoning over numbers in
the question and passage. Their NumNet model
achieved some numerical reasoning ability with Ex-
act Match (EM) of 64.56 and numerically-focused
F1 score of 67.97 on the test data. However, Num-
Net is not applicable when an intermediate number
has to be derived in the reasoning process such as
from arithmetic operation.

Geva et al. (2020) proposed a general method
for injecting additional skills into Language Mod-
els, assuming automatic data generation is possible.
They applied their approach to the task of numer-
ical reasoning over text, using a general-purpose
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model called GENBERT, and a simple framework
for generating large amounts of synthetic examples.
Their experiments demonstrated the effectiveness
of their method, showing that GENBERT success-
fully learns the numerical skills, and performs on
par with similarly sized state-of-the-art numerical
reasoning over text models.

Petrak et al. (2023) proposed arithmetic-based
pre-training that combines contrastive learning to
improve the number representation, and a novel
inferable number pre-training objective to improve
numeracy. Their experiments showed performance
improvements due to better numeracy in three dif-
ferent state-of-the-art pre-trained language mod-
els, BART, T5, and Flan-T5, across various tasks
and domains, including reading comprehension,
inference-on-tables, and table-to-text generation.

Peng et al. (2021) proposed a novel pre-trained
model, namely MathBERT, which is the first pre-
trained model for mathematical formula under-
standing. MathBERT was jointly trained with math-
ematical formulas and their corresponding contexts
to evaluate three downstreamtasks, including math-
ematical information retrieval, formula topic classi-
fication and formula headline generation. Formula
headline generation is a summarization task aiming
to generate a concise math headline from a detailed
math question which contains math formulas and
descriptions. In addition, in order to further capture
the semantic-level structural features of formulas,
a new pre-training task is designed to predict the
masked formula sub-structures extracted from the
Operator Tree (OPT), which is the semantic struc-
tural representation of formulas.

3 Data

3.1 Subtask 1: Headline Fill-in-the-Blank

The training dataset (Huang et al., 2023) consists
of 21,157 news articles with masked headlines and
the validation dataset consists of 2,572 news arti-
cles with masked headlines. Both the training and
validation datasets have four columns consisting of
“news”, “masked headline”, “calculation” and “an-
swer” as shown in Table 1. The numerical values
which should be predicted in the masked headline
are shown in underscores. The calculation column
shows the operations required to get to the answers,
such as copy, round, paraphrase, convert number
words to numbers, and arithmetic operations. The
calculation may also be a combination of multiple
operations.

The test set consists of 4,921 news articles with
masked headlines without the calculation and an-
swer columns.

3.2 Subtask 2: Headline Generation

The training dataset consists of 21,157 news arti-
cles with unmasked headlines and the validation
dataset consists of 2,365 news articles with head-
lines. The datasets for subtask 2 do not have the
calculation column. The test dataset consists of
5,227 news articles.

4 Methodology

4.1 Models

We employed several different types of neural net-
work models for these tasks.

DistilRoBERTa RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) is
transformer network trained on 16GB of text
with a masked language modeling objective,
making it appropriate for fill-in-the-blank
tasks like Subtask 1. RoBERTa follows the
standard transformer formulation, using self-
attention to process an input sequence and
generate contextualized representations as the
output sequence. DistilRoBERTa (Sanh et al.,
2019) is a distilled version of the RoBERTa-
base model.

T5-Headline-Pleban The Text-to-Text-Transfer-
Transformer (T5) model is a transformer net-
work trained on 750GB of text with a language
modeling objective where multiple consecu-
tive tokens are masked and the output is a
sequence. Because T5 models are designed
to produce a sequence, they are suitable for
headline generation tasks like Subtask 2. T5-
Headline-Pleban (Pleban, 2020) is a T5-base
model that was further fine-tuned to predict
headlines from articles using a collection of
500k articles.

T5-Title-Zearing (Zearing, 2022) is a T5-base
model that was further fine-tuned to predict ti-
tles from articels using a collection of Medium
articles.

Flan-T5-LaMini Flan-T5 is an enhanced version
of T5 that has been finetuned on a mixture of
tasks (Chung et al., 2022). LaMini-Flan-T5-
783M is a fine-tuned version of google/flan-
t5-large on the LaMini-instruction dataset that
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news masked headline calculation answer

(Apr 18, 2016 1:02 PM CDT) Ingrid Lyne,
the Seattle mom allegedly murdered while
on a date, left behind three daughters—and
a GoFundMe campaign set up to help the
girls has raised more than $222,000 so far,
Us reports. A friend of the family set up
the campaign, and says that all the money
raised will go into a trust for the girls, who
are ages 12, 10, and 7. Lyne’s date was
charged with her murder last week.

$____K Raised for Kids
of Mom Dismembered
on Date

Paraphrase(222,000,K) 222

Table 1: Sample Data for Subtask 1

contains 2.58M samples for instruction fine-
tuning (Wu et al., 2023).

4.2 Subtask 1: Headline Fill-in-the-Blank
We trained three types of models for subtask 1.

4.2.1 DistilRoBERTa
To construct the input for DistilRoBERTa, we con-
catenated the news text, masked headline, and cal-
culation columns. The underscores we replaced
with DistilRoBERTa’s mask token, and time stamps
were removed. We then trained DistilRoBERTa to
predict the answer given this input, using a learning
rate of 5e-5. At prediction time, we took the top 20
highest probability vocabulary tokens predicted by
the model for the mask token, and returned the first
numerical value.

4.2.2 T5 One-Step
To construct the input for our one-step T5 and Flan-
T5 models, we replaced the underscores in the
masked headline with the token <extra_id_0>
and concatenated it to the news text. Unlike Dis-
tilRoBERTa, we did not include the calculation in
the input as we found it deteriorated model per-
formance. We trained the two T5 models with a
learning rate of 5e-5, and the Flan-T5 model with a
learning rate of 2e-5. At prediction time, we found
the index of the extra token in the model output and
used that to extract the numerical value.

4.2.3 T5 Two-Step
As Patel et al. (2021) demonstrated, if models rely
on shallow heuristics to solve the majority of math
problems without word-order information or ques-
tion text, instead of training the models to have
them directly predict numerical values from ques-
tion texts, it might be more beneficial to train them

Ingrid Lyne, the Seattle mom allegedly mur-
dered. . . Lyne’s date was charged with her murder
last week. $<extra_id_0>K Raised for Kids of
Mom Dismembered on Date

Step One Model

Paraphrase(“222,000”, K)

Step Two Model

222

Figure 1: Two-step prediction for the headline fill-in-
the-blank task.

to predict numerical values from formulas or calcu-
lation methods. Accordingly, we propose two-step
models in which we constructed two training sets.
For step one, we concatenated the news text and the
masked headline as input, and used the calculation
as output. For step two, we used the calculation as
input, and the answer as output. We then trained
two models, one on each dataset. At prediction
time, we applied the step-one model to the con-
catenation of the news text and masked headline,
then passed the output of the step-one model as the
input to the step-two model, which then predicted
the final answer. We used the same extra token
processing and learning rates as in the T5 One-Step
approach. This process is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 1.

4.3 Subtask 2: Headline Generation

We trained T5 models with the news text as input
and the headline as output. We prefixed the input
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Data Model Before After

Val DistilRoBERTa 6.23 3.68
Val T5-Headline-Pleban 2.66 1.05
Val T5-Title-Zearing 2.14 1.05

Table 2: Perplexity of models on the Headline Fill-in-
the-Blank validation data

Data Model 1 Step 2 Steps

Val DistilRoBERTa 0.798 N/A
Val T5-Headline-Pleban 0.877 0.879
Val T5-Title-Zearing 0.878 0.881
Val Flan-T5-LaMini 0.886 0.902

Test Flan-T5-LaMini - 0.88
Test GPT-3.5 baseline 0.74
Test Best system 0.95

Table 3: Accuracy of models on the Headline Fill-in-
the-Blank validation and test data

with a prompt "headline: " so T5 knows this is a
headline generation task. Both T5 models were
trained with the learning rate of 5e-5. We also tried
Flan-T5, but results were similar to the other T5
models, so we focused our analysis on the head-
lines generated by the T5 models only.

5 Results and Evaluation

5.1 Subtask 1: Headline Fill-in-the Blank

One measure of the quality of a model is perplexity,
defined as the exponential of the cross-entropy loss
over the probabilities the model assigns to the next
word in all the sentences of the test set. As shown
on Table 2, perplexity decreased significantly for
all models after training.

A more direct measure of the models in the head-
line fill-in-the-blank task is accuracy, counting the
fraction of times that the model’s prediction of a nu-
meric value exactly matched the expected numeric
value in the data. Table 3 shows accuracy of the
different models on the validation data. Training
in two steps did not improve the performance of
T5-Headline-Pleban or T5-Title-Zearing, but did
slightly improve performance of Flan-T5-LaMini.
The final row of Table 3 shows that the best model,
two-step Flan-T5-LaMini, achieved 88% accuracy
on the test data.

We manually analyzed the errors of the models
on the validation data. Errors often revolve around

Figure 2: Rouge Scores of models on the Headline
Generation validation data

arithmetic operations, rounding of decimal num-
bers, and the combination of operations. Table 4
shows examples of such errors.

While Patel et al. (2021) achieved about 65%
accuracy from their best model, we achieved on
the validation dataset the accuracy of 82% on pre-
dicting correct formulas while 88% on predicting
correct numerical values from those formulas. We
also noted that the accuracy on predicting right an-
swers from correctly predicted formulas is 96%.
This indicates that the models have no problem
with making predictions from simple heuristics,
which agrees with the findings by Patel et al.

5.2 Subtask 2: Headline Generation

We evaluated headline generation models based
on how well their generated headlines matched
the headlines in the data. We used two metrics,
Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation
(ROUGE) and BERTScore. Both of these metrics
measure the similarity between the predicted head-
lines and actual headlines, with the former relying
on word n-grams and the latter relying on cosine
similarity over contextualized embeddings derived
from BERT (Mansuy, 2023). Figures 2 and 3 show
the distribution of scores of the different T5 models
over the validation data. The models are similar in
terms of ROUGE score, but T5-Headline-Pleban
performs slightly better than T5-Title-Zearing in
terms of BERTScore.

We also used the official scoring script, produc-
ing the results shown in the first two rows of Table
5, where we see that T5-Title-Zearing is slightly
better than T5-Headline-Pleban on the validation
data for most measures. We thus submitted T5-
Title-Zearing on the test set. The last row of Table
5 shows that it acheived 62.3% numerical accuracy
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Actual Predicted

Round(Divide(268,30),0) Copy(9)
Round(1.29,0) Span(a trillion)
Subtract(Sep 5,July 8) Subtract(30,7)
Add(22,Trans(four)) Add(Trans(four),22)
Subtract(2014,1974) Subtract(2018,1974)
Multiply(Trans(one-quarter),100) Multiply(Divide(Trans(one-quarter),100)

Table 4: Examples of incorrect calculations generated by Flan-T5-LaMini on the Headline Fill-in-the-Blank data

Figure 3: BERTScores of models on the Headline Gen-
eration validation data

on the test set with F1 scores of R1 of 43.1, R2
of 19.7 and RL of 40.0. MathBERT which trained
with source texts, formulas and OPTs, achieved F1
scores of R1 of 61.25, R2 of 48.06 and RL of 57.72
on formula headline generation, which indicates
that training the models with OPTs as inputs help
improving the results.

We manually analyzed some of the errors of the
models on the validation data. Table 6 shows ex-
amples of the headlines generated by T5 models.
Items 1 and 2 show that both models properly in-
cluded the numerical values and captured the mean-
ings, but the expressions of the numerical values
and the wordings are different. Several headlines
were perfectly generated by T5-Headline-Pleban
but not by T5-Title-Zearing, as in item 3, and vice
versa, as in item 4. Item 5 is an example of perfect
generations by both models. In item 6, a woman
who offered a $25K reward for information on her
husband’s killer was arrested as the killer after 13
years. T5-Headline-Pleban properly captured the
$25K reward, but failed to mention that she was
the one who got arrested, while T5-Title-Zearing
did the opposite. The predictions for item 7 made
by both models are close to the actual headline,
but the actual headline is designed to better draw
attention and drive curiosity. For items 8 and 9,
both T5 models failed to capture the appropriate

numerical values. Item 10 is an example that both
models failed to include any numerical value in the
headlines.

6 Conclusion

T5 language models seem capable of generating
meaningful headlines including appropriate numer-
ical values. Although the models can reasonably
compute the correct numbers from the provided
news to fill the blank in headlines, they sometimes
failed reading comprehension and arithmetic opera-
tions. In hope of overcoming those limitations, we
trained them to generate the calculation methods
first and then trained again with those calculations
as inputs to predict the numerical values to fill the
blank in the news headlines, but it did not signifi-
cantly improve the results. In the future, we plan
to try larger pre-trained models, which might im-
prove performance. Also, the training datasets that
we used are relatively small. If we increase the
data size by data augmentation, we may be able to
obtain better results.
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